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The Magic Four
• Person: Why you? Why are you ideally placed to do this? What
unique combination of skills, training and experience primes you
for this particular opportunity?
• Place: Why can this project only happen at this institution?
What people, resources, locations can you access?
• Project: What makes this project so important and exciting?
What are you pioneering?
• Timeliness: Why does this project have to happen now?

Opening Paragraphs

Getting started with writing

These are really important. They should be tight, compelling and specific. Avoid jargon and
theory. Recipe statements work well (which you can flesh out in the full proposal): e.g:
! “Through tracing ------ , ----, and ----, this project explores how --------.”
! “Engaging with recent developments in ------ and drawing on ----, this project
illustrates ---------“.
! “The monograph develops and supplements my doctoral thesis, which analysed
and contextualised the influence of Victorian literature on contemporary Irish
poetry”.
! You might want to get your research & outputs in this opening paragraph too, via
something similar to below: During the 10-month fellowship, I will revise my PhD
thesis into a monograph, entitled Alison Garden applies for Postdocs, 2014-eternity:
A Memoir.

GENERAL TIPS
! Give yourself enough time to write your applications: you need to get in touch
with host institutions/mentors; potentially—if you’re lucky—respond to their
feedback; get advice from your supervisor / other mentors / peers and draft, draft
and re-draft. Remember annual leave in summer…
! Research: find out all that you can about the organisation you are applying to and
tailor your application to their specific interests. Fulbright, for example, support
researchers who have interests beyond their studies; national research bodies, like
the Irish and UK research councils, generally fund things that have broader impact;
Leverhulme want to support ‘risky’ research etc.
! Stick to your narrative: every part of the application needs to be cohesive – don’t
contradict yourself.
! Read every single application material available to you: multiple times.
! You must use your full word count. Otherwise everything looks underdeveloped.
! If applying for a smaller grant: outline exactly what the money will be used for,
whether to scope out a future project or complete a specific section of a larger
project. Give concrete outputs.

AND MORE GENERAL TIPS…
!Be specific: It’s always good to be as specific, tight and focused as
possible, even if it’s entirely provisional. Give timelines, journal titles,
conference locations; collaborators names and publishers details
wherever possible.
!Engagement: It’s always good to include a paragraph about what an
active and engaged scholar you are (use examples from online
blogging/social media; conferences you’ve been to; awards you’ve
won, events you’ve organized etc.).
!Highlight any international experience: and explain how this has
been transformative in terms of your development as a scholar (e.g.:
would you be studying this topic if you hadn’t been lucky enough to go
on Erasmus/study abroad as an undergraduate?)
!Future planning: Show how this award / fellowship / postdoc /
placement will feed into your next significant research project. Oh, and
when you talk about your future achievements, you don’t hope to do
anything. You will do it.

Explaining how you will do the PhD to
monograph conversion
Think about how you can make this as clear as possible. Could
you use bullet points?
‘My monograph project is a substantial development of my thesis
and broadens the remits of my doctoral work in three main ways:
I. Temporally, through expanding the time frame from ___ to
____;
II. Developing the theoretical framework by -----,-----.------.
III. Adding a new chapter on --------; drawing on new archival
research.’
You could add extra detail underneath or add extra detail per
each bullet point. This kind of clarification makes it easy for your
reviewer as possible to see how brilliant you are.

Remember: a Fellowship is not a Grant.

"Fellowships go to
people.
"Grants go to
projects.
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